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Gloria's Life Purpose 2022-03-26
we are much more than what we think we are think and feel with the purpose of seeking joy for ourselves and others think big
and visualize your dreams and determine they will all be realized our thoughts become our things

The Search 2013-02-12
an unforgettable novel of a daring youth and his struggle for spiritual enlightenment the story spins around a man s struggle and
inner conflict between his love and his quest for wisdom in the novel dev a young man leaves his family and profession being
faced by a bitter identity crisis restless and agitated he moves on toward an unknown future along the way his destiny brings
him close to the royal family in a himalayan state he meets the princess and she falls in love with him dev s inner turmoil
worsens as he becomes torn between his love and his quest his life takes a queer turn as he meets the sage ramanam and his
struggle and thrilling inner journey in the quest for true meaning of life begins finally love and wisdom meets each other to
enrich his experience and his life becomes a saga of glorious fulfillment lush evocative and deeply humane the story of dev is an
eternal testament to the transformative power of love and the importance of listening to the call of the heart dazzling in its
powerful simplicity and inspiring wisdom the search takes readers to the roots of human behavior to love and pathos innocence
and prudence kindness and piety despondency and triumph

The Greatest Change of All 1999
remembering zion is a deeply spiritual novel of love set in the beauty and splendor of the american southwest and mexico it is
about a man who finds his perfect love and then loses her only to be given gifts he never dreamed were possible remembering
zion is a journey of the heart and the soul it is about the wonder and immortality of love the author writes for those of you who
believe in the notion of the beshert that for everyone there is a chosen one with whom we can achieve an immortal love i hope
you find this novel as touching to read as it was for me to write morley glicken is the author of ending the sex wars a woman s
guide to understanding men also published by iuniverse the novel takes many of the ideas presented about love in that book
and applies them to people who are as real and memorable as those in our own lives remembering zion has wonderfully
romantic descriptions of mexico and the southwest beautiful love poetry and unforgettable characters who love deeply and show
the reader how spiritual love leads to love for the ages eternal love

Remembering Zion 2005-07
the calling is a historical novel set in castile and aragon spain during the 13th century it is the story of lorenzo a young man
following the longing of his soul who takes a spiritual pilgrimage from his native city of teruel to toledo the spiritual center of
medieval spain along his particular hero s journey he encounters several adventures and tests until he arrives in the capital of
castile in toledo he meets the great sages of his time who help him discover a new dimension of reality a novel full of adventure
emotion knowledge romance

The Calling 2017-09-27
deacon pat kearns has incorporated his love of the faith his remarkable imagination and an easy to read writing style to produce
the hidden journey a fast moving spiritual adventure with likable and lovable characters walt a wealthy ceo who undergoes a
spiritual conversion and his whole life is turned upside down shane a twenty five year old special forces military man who
experiences tragedy and then step by step god intervenes as he is healed from the inside out mario an obese alcoholic and
destitute man who s life has deteriorated beyond repair after a failed suicide attempt he begins a hilarious journey toward
recovery and a establishes a special relationship with the spiritual world father pete alleged with moral inequities a usc football
player turned priest rejected by his diocese perseveres and transforms a community the readers of this edifying novel will
quickly find themselves immersed in the lives of the characters while feeling their pain their success and their failures one can t
help but personally identify with certain situations and events in the story and will be deeply nourished by the numerous spiritual
encounters and virtuous actions displayed by the characters

The Hidden Journey 2012-10-01
cancer turned 38 year old dr laura mcdermott s life upside down until a chance encounter with a mysterious priest changed her
life forever when dr laura mcdermott is diagnosed with stage iv melanoma her perfect world is plunged into chaos resting
between treatments on a boston city bench she is overwhelmed by an unexpected peace that appears to be emanating from an
old stone church behind her despite being a proud atheist she s unable to resist the pull to step inside where she meets a



mysterious priest who will challenge her deepest convictions and prepare her to receive life s greatest revelation full of profound
spiritual teachings and a surprise ending that will leave you breathless this story is not to be missed if you are a fan of the shack
or tuesdays with morrie you will love when leaves fall pick up your copy today

When Leaves Fall 2018-03-24
in this novel sid arthur parallels the process of enlightenment expounded upon in the hermann hesse novel siddhartha but with a
modern approach sid arthur follows the path of most young people looking for their true selves sid arthur leaves his family to
look for gold in the world only to find cold concrete in the cities he sees those who prey on others and those who are preyed on
sid arthur lives a life of start ups success and total obsession he learns the art of intimacy from a courtesan and gambles his
family life away because of a dark night of the soul after many years of searching sid arthur realizes the true mechanism of the
universe and returns to where he started he finds the gold he pursued was always beneath his feet above his head and most
remarkably in his heart sid arthur needed to change his perception of himself to see the truth of the world in the end sid arthur
hears the sacred ohm in all living things finds peace and wisdom and obtains nirvana

Sid Arthur 2022-11-16
a spiritual novel about relationships from the perspective of self realization chris meets a girl that puts him on the trail of an
enlightenment master he goes to his ashram a place of religious retreat for hindus where he was inspired to make a radical self
realization he was then sent back home which his ex girlfriend was against he then suddenly realized that he can give a deeper
understanding to their relationship this story clearly refers about a source of happiness that we find in ourselves which is also
accessible once we dare to surrender to what is here and now leen kuiper has been dealing with eastern philosophy and
meditation he has already written several books about self realizations one of which is the see and directly observe during
satsang which was written in 2002 it is an autobiographical account of his encounters with hans laurentius in 2003 he also wrote
the book reality or illusion a compilation of essays interspersed with short poems love and wind in 2004 which is a collection of
conversations about satsang and last but not the least his first novel the way back which describes about how we learn to deal
with our relationships in a spiritual way

The Way Back: A Spiritual Novel about Relationships 2015-03-10
in ancient india on the banks of the legendary sarasvati river lived a great master and teacher called parashara who devoted his
life to researching jyotish astrology of vedic rishies with the help of ganesh divine being with a human body and an elephant s
head parashara discovered the laws of time and human destinies he predicted the tragedy of his own civilisation and in it
anticipated signs of danger that mankind would be encountered with during the forthcoming millennia in the desire to help
ganesh and parashara initiate a complex net of events that in an unusual way connect different historical periods and everything
began when parashara sent his most distinctive student on a spiritual journey over the boundaries of time his name was
maitreya jyotish astrology of ancient vedic rishies and sages hides within itself many secrets about the connection between man
and the universe in the novel maitreya a p kezele a jyotish student himself uncovers the principles of this knowledge about time
and its laws in a truly interesting and unusual way human destiny free will the spirituality of an individual the future of mankind
and great world periods all of these interesting subjects along with many other details like stories about planets constellations
how a jyotishi astrologer works and the possibilities of jyotish alone are introduced in this intense story that is read in one breath

Maitreya 2011-05
jack mckeever has been a philosopher most of his life and a seeker of answers and truths at this age of life he has started
writing about his experiences and through his imagination has created a totally spiritual location called noose lake in this story
you will meet the powers of light and darkness you will come to see how mother works and helps one find their destiny and
follow their path how a dream can come to reality as long as one believes and follows their intuition how in total sadness beauty
and love still can unfold as deepak chopra has written and how jack likes to live his life life is love in action

Spiritual Romance 2010-08-01
nephi anderson s classic novel concerns man inhabiting heaven prior to arriving on the earth and humanity s spiritual destiny a
treasured and historic storytelling from a mormon perspective on life added upon offers a spiritual journey which reflects upon
the very nature of our reality and existence conversations between the spiritual forces that underpin the fate and being of
humankind preface the loosely connected reflections of several ordinary families living on earth all of these families in one way
or another ponder the great questions of life why are we here what is our purpose where will we go after we perish such



profound queries form the backbone of this novel and it is through the pursuit of answers that our characters create a unique
narration incidental appearances of forces beyond and the author s predictions of the future of humanity confer a wondrous
element to the tale

Added Upon 2019-06-14
journey through a unique tale that blurs the boundaries of the spiritual realm and the physical world imagine a reality where god
converses not with prophets but with an unborn female child and a dreaming boy this ground breaking narrative invites you to
eavesdrop on divine dialogues that challenge long held beliefs and instigate profound introspection yet in this divine dance of
words the story prompts you to forge your path toward truth whether or not you choose to let the story sway you this isn t just a
novel it s an audacious exploration of faith divinity and truth

The Word According to Chris 2023-07-10
nephi anderson s classic novel concerns man inhabiting heaven prior to arriving on the earth and humanity s spiritual destiny a
treasured and historic storytelling from a mormon perspective on life added upon offers a spiritual journey which reflects upon
the very nature of our reality and existence conversations between the spiritual forces that underpin the fate and being of
humankind preface the loosely connected reflections of several ordinary families living on earth all of these families in one way
or another ponder the great questions of life why are we here what is our purpose where will we go after we perish such
profound queries form the backbone of this novel and it is through the pursuit of answers that our characters create a unique
narration incidental appearances of forces beyond and the author s predictions of the future of humanity confer a wondrous
element to the tale

Added Upon 2019-06-14
a spiritual trilogy contains three books written in succession as the author s spiritual journey progresses through the stages of
body soul and spirit anne shares her life transforming experiences from the tormenting depths of financial physical emotional
and spiritual collapse to the heights of spiritual ecstasy and life at its fullest her story is a triumph over defeat as she travels to
the innermost depths of the soul to find the path that leads back to life and hears the voice of god say i am the father who
created you and the mother who loves you anne urne takes you on an amazing journey through the bible apocrypha myth
legends and lost books that yield amazing conclusions and new revelations about persons and stories of the bible as she unfolds
a tantalizing story of adventure drama romance dreams and fairy tales that come true this book is a fascinating guide of a soul s
journey into the spiritual kingdom in her continuous search for spiritual knowledge anne discovered the christian mystics she
knew she had struck gold when she discovered st teresa of avila st john of the cross and st therese of lisieux mysticism was the
terminology applied to the practice of these saints and anne recognized it immediately she was not alone in her spiritual quest
for truth she attributes her work to the help of her patron saint st therese

A Spiritual Trilogy 2011-09-01
human adulthood is a novel about mid aged man kevin

Human Adulthood 2014-12-01
inspired by marie corelli s book the life everlasting swami kriyananda direct disciple of the great world teacher paramhansa
yogananda author of the classic autobiography of a yogi retells the dramatic story of a woman s discovery of her twin soul a
discovery that propels her to undertake an arduous and perilous climb to the loftiest heights of spiritual awakening fueled by her
love the heroine must overcome harrowing challenges before she realizes the goal of her yearning in union with god love
perfected life divine is a timeless tale that carries the reader to the heart of the inner quest as swami kriyananda wrote in his
introduction the life everlasting is the only novel paramhansa yogananda ever finished reading i can understand why he did so it
has a deep spiritual potential i myself have enjoyed it and have read it many times i would not have undertaken this endeavor
however if yogananda himself had not also addressed the subject of soul mates once so obliquely as to cry for clarification he
said and to the best of my knowledge once only that everyone before attaining oneness with god must be united with his soul
dual even if that dual is living on another planet and the union can be achieved only in vision the life everlasting exerts an
undeniable spell it is not afraid to express openly the author s devotion to god without enclosing the reader in a narrow box of
sectarianism i have rewritten this story because with all its faults i have always loved it i have cleared out massive amounts of
excessive verbiage introduced a note of greater kindness cut out many pages as unnecessary and indeed deleterious to the lofty
mood of the book i have rewritten the book also to make it correspond to my own beliefs i think as you read you will understand



my reasons for the countless changes i have made and i conclude by saying i am happy with the results i hope you dear reader
will be happy also

Getting Life in Perspective 1991
nephi anderson s classic novel concerns man inhabiting heaven prior to arriving on the earth and humanity s spiritual destiny a
treasured and historic storytelling from a mormon perspective on life added upon offers a spiritual journey which reflects upon
the very nature of our reality and existence conversations between the spiritual forces that underpin the fate and being of
humankind preface the loosely connected reflections of several ordinary families living on earth all of these families in one way
or another ponder the great questions of life why are we here what is our purpose where will we go after we perish such
profound queries form the backbone of this novel and it is through the pursuit of answers that our characters create a unique
narration incidental appearances of forces beyond and the author s predictions of the future of humanity confer a wondrous
element to the tale in all added upon is an encouragement to contemplation readers are urged to consider the greatness of the
divine and the destiny of human beings between the narrative are poignant quotes from the bible which ground the book in
scriptural wisdom as nephi anderson s most successful novel added upon remains celebrated in the church of latter day saints to
this day and is a popular title in lds reading groups

Love Perfected, Life Divine 2013-10-07
siddhartha is a 1922 novel by hermann hesse that deals with the spiritual journey of self discovery of a man named siddhartha
during the time of the gautama buddha the book hesse s ninth novel was written in german in a simple lyrical style it was
published in the u s in 1951 and became influential during the 1960s hesse dedicated the first part of it to romain rolland and
the second to wilhelm gundert his cousin the word siddhartha is made up of two words in the sanskrit language siddha achieved
artha what was searched for which together means he who has found meaning of existence or he who has attained his goals in
fact the buddha s own name before his renunciation was siddhartha gautama prince of kapilavastu in this book the buddha is
referred to as gotama each radley classic is a meticulously restored luxurious and faithful reproduction of a classic book
produced with elegant text layout clarity of presentation and stylistic features that make reading a true pleasure special
attention is given to legible fonts and adequate letter sizing correct line length for readability generous margins and triple lead
lavish line separation plus we do not allow any mistakes changes to creep into the original author s words visit radley books at
radleybooks com to see more classic book titles in this series

Śrīla Bhakativinoda Thakura's Prema-pradīpa 2017
in labyrinth wakening therese oakes struggles to find herself her heart and her freedom does she really want to marry leo or is
she in love with the idea of a wedding does her selfishness stretch so far as to damage her friendship with longtime friend
mersea why is her mother trudy such a pain in her life and what does the mysterious allure of the labyrinth have to do with it
first in the series of spiritual journey novels labyrinth wakening shows how letting go of lies can lead to true love on many levels

Added Upon 2018-12-18
sylvia morton a graphic artist at an la design firm develops mild depression and starts working from home her son richard is
away at school and her husband miles harrison an architect is becoming distant fogged in by a pervasive ennui she drifts
through her life as if she were not part of it suffering from the dissociation that comes with depression she starts to withdraw a
pile of cast off clothing gathers in the corner of her bedroom as if she s preparing for a trip except she doesn t travel for business
now an unsettling feeling remains that she doesn t deserve her wonderful life and duly noted it s not that wonderful despite all
the trappings of success expensive cars beautiful home gated community meaningful careers the couple drifts further apart
looking forward to reuniting with nanz an old friend from high school who has come to burbank to work in the motion picture
industry sylvia plans a weekend away at spa ojai they re looking forward to catching up on the past but while driving in an
unseasonal august drizzle a horrifying accident occurs sylvia s tether to reality completely frays as she descends into an
intensely morbid guilt about the accident the deal she makes is not with the devil it s only in her mind that if she just doesn t
have to remember the accident and re experience the mayhem she will renounce everything devolving into a psychotic fugue
before she morphs into her first of many identities sylvia makes one last call to miles to tell him goodbye and that he ll never
find her body i m dead thus begins the transient global amnesia that will drive an odyssey of renunciation for a sin that was
never committed it was just an accident soon she will experience having her mind wiped as clean as a blackboard is of chalk and
her heart of most emotions sylvia resurfaces as vermillion ducati and the nadir of her grief and desolation is so profound it
becomes a spiritual vortex with enough force to magnetize distant fragments of her eternal soul to her to help her heal one is
that of a wise woman from the future who winds up in the body of myrna fox a 68 year old woman in a burbank hospital with a



no code on her medical directive the other is that of an aging colonist henry banes ransom from gloucester virginia in the 1770 s
who fell off his horse on the way home from an evening of whist and whiskey at a neighboring plantation his head injury leaves
him in a coma and as his attachment to this life thins his spirit slides through the ethers of time into the body of a 26 year old
mit grad student who was left for dead by drunken teenagers on a labor day weekend in gloucester massachusetts ransom
wakes up in addison gilbert hospital some 240 years in the future like friends who come through for one another encounters with
these two bring something out from under v s fragile resurfacing an epiphany with which she reclaims her authentic eternal self
for the first time happens when terrifying walled off memories from her distant past show through like a poorly gessoed over
canvas still hinting at the original art underneath the interplay between three separate lives of one soul happening
simultaneously will beckon us to give up every notion of the agreements that construct our reality our concept of time
dimensions and our judgements about the qualities of an individual that we call character

Siddhartha 2016-11-14
a demon of rejection uses the power of negative words to invade a baby girl while she is still in the womb only the power of god
s love can change her identity and set her free but will it happen

Labyrinth Wakening 2019-11-15
the way of beauty meidao by mieke roovers is a spiritual novel written especially for students business managers celebrities and
famous artists mieke a therapist in chinese medicine who lectures on lifestyle management at erasmus university in rotterdam
brings the secrets of an ancient wisdom tradition to the west in this work of semi fiction divided into three parts each part of this
book forms a unified approach to health wisdom and happiness the way of beauty the book is dense and multi layered and
successive readings will reveal ever deeper levels of meaning

Coming Through 2015-10-07
w hen i found rice s work i absolutely loved how she took that genre and made it feel so contemporary and relevant sarah
pinborough bestselling author of behind her eyes rice wrote in the great tradition of the gothic ramsey campbell bestselling
author of the hungry moon internationally bestselling author anne rice has written twenty eight novels magnificent tales of other
worldly beings that explore the realms of good and evil love and alienation each a reflection of her own moral journey now in her
powerful memoir she writes about her own life as a catholic beginning with her new orleans childhood in a vividly experienced
world of storytelling and ritual rice s faith was formed as a teenager struggling to reconcile her faith with her hunger for
knowledge and understanding of the modern world she turned her back to the religion of her childhood and lost her belief in god
years later after the tragic passing of her daughter she wrote interview with the vampire a lament for her lost faith rice describes
a turning point in 1998 when after nearly four decades as an atheist she returned to the religion of her childhood hers is a faith
that has survived even her husband s death and the divisive nature of contemporary religious debate this is her spiritual
confession

The Spirit Of Rejection 2021-10-16
what is death what is the ultimate purpose of life these are questions that have always perplexed humankind the ancient
wisdom on the subject has always been dense esoteric and cloaked in secrecy available to a select few a spiritual quest can
seem like looking for a needle in a haystack because there s very little literature that puts it all together but here at last is a
compact and digestible summary of main ideas in a completely accessible highly readable guide to self realization author fassan
ramsaran has created a clear and colorful roadmap of the many paths to truth lively expressive and reader friendly man to god
is a digest of eastern and judeo christian thought that illustrates how different roads can lead to the same place man to god is an
exploration of man s relationship to his maker it asks if there really is a divine creator and if so why do people feel so estranged
with answers backed by thoughts from the great spiritual texts man to god is a journey that builds momentum with each
succeeding chapter leading to a deep truth that will be a gift and a revelation to its readers

The Way of Beauty-Meidao 2011-01-01
a spiritual warfare suspense novelsome pregnancies are celebrated some are not those that are not attract demons little becca
is thrust into spiritual warfare while she is still in her mother s womb she s only the size of a pea but size means nothing to the
evil spirits who roam the earth in search of victims victims who under the right circumstances may become homes for demonic
invaders one day a roaming demon of rejection is drawn to the baby by the power of negative words being spoken about her by
her parents inside the home vincent and heather are discussing why they can t have this baby the demon watches hungrily and



waits patiently for the would be parents to finalize their plans about the baby and to speak the right words that will cross a
spiritual line and give him permission to invade little becca s life his aim to establish a stronghold of rejection in becca s mind a
concentration of demonic power so powerful that the child never becomes the person god created her to be vincent and heather
don t want their child a demon of rejection does but so does god

Called Out of Darkness 2013-03-15
high on a new mexico mesa top i reach out my hand to move a priceless acoma pot and it crumbles between my fingers little do
i know that this broken pot is a harbinger of what will happen to my life i have spent two decades building a career as a travel
writer this creation is everything to me it is the mate i never married the child i never birthed in the coming months i surrender it
as i do other loves my mother who is my best friend my house and thousands of dollars in a court battle the losses sink me down
into the dark waters of my being a place of complete helplessness where my only recourse is to call ever more deeply on the
beloved that divine power within that truly controls all in order to find a new life i must let go of what i know and become all in
for love what happens when life opens a door and you walk through it lesley s king shares a universal story in her own unique
voice about the spiritual journey she undertakes when one life path ends and a new one begins king s writing soars on wings of
love as new insights deepen her daily experiences the reader is not only included but profoundly inspired allison rand book
enthusiast and world adventurer

Man to God 2020
this is the story of an extraordinary journey that begins for author james westly back in 1977 he was at the time happily married
and involved in a successful corporate business career in philadelphia but something was missing he didnt know quite what it
was that he was searching for but one day a small ad in the personals section of the newspaper caught his attention and started
him on a path that totally changed his life in the months that follow he set out on a journey of self discovery that would within a
years time lead him to virtually withdraw from the worldto separate himself from his job his house his wife his friends and his
material possessions in the process he joined a retreat in northern california and made a new life for himself there where he
began a profound intellectual emotional and physical transformation that opened up an entirely different way of living for him his
account of his journey into this new world reads like a novel he tells his story with a mixture of eloquence and insight that is both
breathtaking and inspirational the journey ends happily but it is not without its moments of conflict crisis and peril tom hyman
author of jupiters daughter

The Spirit of Rejection: a Spiritual Warfare Suspense Novel 2019-06-16
heart awakening is the story of how a young man s pursuit of love becomes a journey into spiritual awakening set during the
cultural and spiritual confusion of the early 1970s it captures the experience of suburban young people searching for deeper
meaning in their lives carl lehrer has grown cynical after a failed relationship and nearly being drafted he falls for sharon
belmont whose openness to new spiritualities launches him on a personal journey involving meditation spiritual teachers and a
psychic premonition about their future carl s quest for love and truth eventually leads to a breakthrough experience beyond
anything he could have imagined what readers say it s great really stays with me good opening scene and powerful ending jane
schaberg detroit michigan author of the resurrection of mary magdalene reading it was a spiritual journey in itself andy turner
las vegas nevada definitely has heart captured well the dialogue of young people on a spiritual odyssey elizabeth prince oakland
california enjoyed it very much liked the story and the meditation sequence was pivotal really satisfying michael mangin
huachuca city arizona liked the ending satisfying but realistic some of the scenes were really funny theresa farmer henderson
nevada

All in for Love 2016-01-15
pack a dramatic spiritual and emotional punch with your story novelist krista wagner presents a story structure guide for writers
to explore and create a world of spiritual dramatic suspense using one of her stories as a template she walks you through how to
craft a tension infused story that hits all the reader s expectations in this reader friendly book wagner introduces the spiritual
dramatic suspense genre and then shows you how to create a compelling novel by establishing and maintaining the facets of
this genre throughout your story including the pivotal plot points like riveting red herrings and persuasive peak tensions dead on
pacing dynamic and functional setting and tone and tantalizing twists create irresistible characters with internal and external
conflicts believable flaws and tension infused dialogue test a character s faith delicately handling the hard truths of life capturing
the spiritual struggle and articulating victory over despair adversity keep the reader tied into the story without being preachy or
author intrusive wagner provides commentary on the various aspects themes and tropes of the genre as she takes you on a
journey through one of her spiritual dramatic suspense novels intent deadly secrets to make the experience concrete and hands



on at the end of each chapter you will find an exercise specially designed to implement the various facets in your own work such
as increasing tension crafting complicated twists externalizing a character s thoughts and developing a believable character arc

My Journey to Now, Plus Tools for the Seeker 2014-04-25
previously published as the diary of a magus this book tells of coelho s initiation into a spiritual path leading to inner
development and wisdom he shares exercises in self control and self discovery which he was taught on his pilgrimage along the
ancient road to santiago

Heart Awakening 2005-09-19
armorwear is compelling and intelligent touching every emotion as it explores the infinite purposes of god even in a single life
changing moment eric simmons is analytical creative resourceful in essence he s the proverbial renaissance man he loves his life
good friends nice wheels flashy clothes fine women and money to spare he s on top of the world or so he thinks then a few days
before his twenty third birthday two bullets change everything through the wooing of the holy spirit the gentle nudging of a
godly grandmother and the unwavering friendship of a wise mentor eric decides to try a different path a new direction as a result
he discovers who he really is and his god given purpose in life but his yourney toward divine destiny is not without struggle
temptation rejection and conflict he quickly learns the importance of wearing the armor god s armor about the author richard
ellis is a graduate of calvary bible institue and assistant director of men s ministry at the greater mount calvary holy church in
washington dc he is the author of several published christian short stories and poems he and his wife joyetta and their three
children janell ja anai and judah reside in washington dc

How To Write A Spiritual Dramatic Suspense Novel 2019-06-06
a highly acclaimed best selling indian spiritual fiction appreciated by indian and global readers a refreshingly insightful novel
from indian writers that stays away from preaching a seemingly ordinary young man is forced to become a spiritual guru and
takes a leap of faith he sets off with his followers on a 600 km journey on foot without money and belongings to test the truth of
the scriptures and spiritual laws inspired by the life of a sparrow which survives every day without any worry and never hoards
for the future he wishes to prove that survival which has become a central concern of all human beings is no big deal he believes
that human beings are destined to play a much bigger evolutionary role a higher calling awaits us will guru partibhan and his
disciples complete the journey successfully will they discover their true potential and find everlasting joy the journey is
experienced from the perspective of four people the explorer the experimenter the doubter and the hater each of these states
exist in most individuals at some point or another in their life s journey what insights does the journey reveal to these
protagonists does it change their mindsets and lives forever the twists in the tale will keep the reader guessing till the end the
fast paced novel looks at the importance and relevance of spirituality in today s world the story weaves life s important lessons
through interesting incidents a must read for all the book unlocks the hidden potential within us by connecting us with the higher
being within for us to unlock our potential and achieve greatness a must read for all those looking for simple answers to
questions and doubts read this popular top quality best selling novel to discover your qualities fearlessness confidence wisdom
forgiveness a balanced outlook loving nature this life transforming novel helps readers to overcome negative qualities like anger
jealousy lust suspicion hatred anxiety subordination and fears the easy to understand interesting indian writing is the key to self
development happiness evolution and peace

The Pilgrimage 1997
on a legendary road across spain travelled by pilgrims of san tiago we find paulo coelho on a contemporary quest for ancient
wisdom this journey becomes a truly initiatory experience and paulo coelho is transformed forever as he learns to understand
the nature of truth through the simplicity of life the pilgrimage has a very important place in the work of paulo coelho not just
because it is the first of his major books after which came the alchemist but because of the complete way in which it expresses
the humanity of his philosophy and the depth of his search paulo coelho s visionary blend of mysticism magical realism and
folklore makes this an adventure story with a difference

Armorwear 2003
an anthology of original essays offers redfield s reflections on the nine insights into the spiritual awakening of the human race
the purpose of human life on the planet and the significance of life itself



The Quest of the Sparrows 2011
a page turner about a woman s struggle in an unapologetic patriarchy bride of the buddha offers the reader a penetrating
perspective on the milieu of the buddha with a fanciful twist

The Pilgrimage 2004
wren crawford is a social worker whose struggles with anxiety and depression are starting to overcome her she finds solace in
art and spiritual formation along with traditional therapeutic interventions but a relationship from her past threatens to undo her
progress as wren seeks healing in this beautifully written novel readers are invited to move beyond pat answers into an
experience of hope that illuminates the darkness

The Celestine Prophecy 1994-08
in the tradition of siddhartha by hermann hesse comes a new spiritual novel that is a stunning feat of storytelling and
imagination a poet of the invisible world follows a boy named nouri born in thirteenth century persia with four ears instead of
two orphaned as an infant he s taken into a sufi order where he meets an assortment of dervishes and is placed upon a path
toward spiritual awakening as he stumbles from one painful experience to the next he grows into manhood each trial he endures
shatters another obstacle within and leads nouri on toward transcendence

Bride of the Buddha 2021-01-05

Shades of Light 2019-08-20

A Poet of the Invisible World 2015
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